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Intra Class Activity Dossier
OBJECTIVES:

To enable ifrto€rs:

same perspective in mind, an Intra Cass Activity "Little Chels of RDPS,, was organized wherein

. To provide a platform to the students to exhibit their culinary

. To help them to grab knowledge about dishes of UK and ltaly.

. To break monotony of regular academic sessions.

_ . To enrich the students with significance of basic food education.

DESCRIPTION:

"Eating is a necessity but cooking is an art',

Activities help students in building up their skilis or nourishing their inner capabiljties. Keepinq the

exhibited their culinary skills and presented delicious dishes. The basic objecti,,/e of this acflvity was

students contributed the best of their efforts by preparing uncooked snacks of UK and Italy. StUdents

to give exposure to our budding chefs of RDPS. The activity boosted the students to present their

favourite dishes. Student participated in the activity with great zest and zeal. They were engrossed

during the activity and thoroughly enjoyed it. ludgment was made on the basjs cf taste, nutritive

value and presentation. Students were intlmated about the activ ty

amazed to taste the dishes prepared by the students. The efforts

was thoroughly

in advance. The judges were

done by the students were

enjoyed by the students.
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